


HOW DOES A NATION 
LOSE ITS SOUL?



OTHERING & INDIFFERENCE



First they came for the socialists, 
and I did not speak out—because 

I was not a socialist.

Then they came for the trade unionists, 
and I did not speak out— because I was 

not a trade unionist.

Then they came for the Jews, and I did 
not speak out—because I was not a Jew.

Then they came for me—and there was 
no one left to speak for me.

- Martin Niemöller, German Minister –



demonize → silence ISOLATEMARK → →blame → exterminateCATEGORIZE→ →

GRADUAL PROCESS OF “OTHERING”



“It didn’t take very long before the edict came 
out – every Jew must wear a yellow star. This 
is the first time I realized that I’m different, even 
among my friends.”
— Holocaust survivor Paul Herczeg



He is to blame for the war! ‘Behind the Enemy Powers: The Jew’



When Jews Laugh. The Jews are born criminals. They are unable to 
laugh freely and openly. Their faces can only form a devilish grin. 

"Germans, defend yourselves against the Jewish atrocity propaganda, buy only 
at German shops!" and "Germans! Defend yourselves! Do not buy from Jews!"

Until a certain day Germany was the largest and most powerful military 
force in the world war. For a moment the colossus touched the ground; but the 

mortal wound did not come from outside it came from within



KRISTALLNACHT NOV 9-10, 1938
“Night of Crystals/Brocken Glass”

7,500 BSUINESSS DAMAGED Herschel GrynszpanErnst vom rath



c. 30,000 Jewish Males rounded upMASS EVICTIONS

1,000 SYNAGOGUES BURNED PUBLIC HUMILIATION









The title: “The terrible results of 
a woman drunkard.” 

It shows that over 83 years, she 
had 894 descendants, of whom 40 
were indigent, 67 criminals, 7 
murderers, 181 prostitutes, and 142 
beggars. “436 (about 50%) were 
asocial, and caused 5 million 
Marks of harm.” 



caption reads 

"This hereditarily ill person will 
cost our national community 

60,000 Reichmarks over the 
course of his lifetime. Citizen, 

this is your money."



This poster shows what happens if parents of good racial stock have two 
children, but those of poor racial stock have four. They begin in equal 

numbers, but after 120 years the weaker are the overwhelming majority.



LEBENSBORN BEGUN IN 1935
“FOUNT OF LIFE”

Henrich Himmler



The Nazi baptism of a Lebensborn child



Personally inscribed by Hitler, the photograph was taken in the summer of 1933 
at the Berghof - just six years before the outbreak of the Second World War.



The caption: "Mentally ill Negro (English) 16 years in an institution costing 35,000 REICH MARKS



The title: “Sterilization is liberation, not a punishment.” 
caption: “Who would want to be responsible for this?” 



The sign says: "Germans, Attention! This shop is owned by Jews.
Jews damage the German economy and pay their German employees
starvation wages. The main owner is the Jew Nathan Schmidt."

BYSTANDERS IN THE FACE 
OF GROWING INJUSTICE

TOO AFRAID TO CARE
.
.

DIDN’T CARE
.
.

APPROVED OF WHAT WAS HAPPENING
.
.

JUST FOLLOWING ORDERS



The opposite of love is not hate but 
indifference... Because of indifference 
one dies before one actually dies.

- Eli Wiesel, Jewish Author –



WAR



CONSCRIPTION BEGINS
MAR 1935
















